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Summary 
In this paper the theoretical models are presented to describe accurately the velocity distribu 
tions of st巴adyand wave compon巴ntsnear the smooth bottom turbulent boundary layer in the 
combined wav巴日ndcurrent flows. A time-invariant three-layer eddy viscosity model for the 
steady component and a time-invariant two-Iayer model for the wave component are employed 
to find these theoretical velocity distributions. The theoretical results are compared with data 
obtained from a laboratory channel with a smooth bOttOID. A fairly good agreement is obtained 
between the essential features of the experimental data and the analytical velocity distributions 
by the present models. 
K4時明日，rds combined wα:ve-cuγγE礼:tflows ， eddy viscosi，旬、 bound，αη laoヲer，friction velocity 
fγiction factoγ 
Introduction 
1n a shallow sea area where waves are superimposed on the currents， fluid motion in 
the boundary layer near the sea-bottom greatly affects sediment transport. Many 
researchers have done considerable works on the combined wave and current flows. 
Kemp and Simons1)，2) provided experimental data for the turbulent current interaction 
with waves propagating with ancl against the current， by using a laboratory channel with 
rough ancl smooth beds. They found any discrepancy between the mean-velocity profiles， 
turbulent fluctuations and becl shear stresses for both waves pr命opagatingwith and against 
the current. Kajiura3) describecl a most detailed mathematical moclel for both smooth and 
rough turbulent wave boundary layers. He clivided the whole bounclary layer into three 
sublyers: an inner， overlap and an outer layer. 1n each layer a time invariant eclcly viscosity 
is given ancl is assumecl as a function of the height above the bottom. Brevik4) simplified 
Kajiura's three layer ecldy viscosity model to a two layer l110clel by neglecting the inner part 
of the boundary layer. Since Kajiura's l110del is formally complicated， itrequires matching 
of the analytic solution of the basic differential equation at two bounclaries between the 
inner-overlap ancl overlap-outer layers. 
Grant ancl Maclsen5) macle a theoretical analysis of the combined flows over a rough 
bounclary by employing a two-layer time invariant eclcly viscosity model， i.e. the eclcly 
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viscosity increases linearly with height above the bottom both inside and outside the wave 
boundary layer. Myrhaug and Slaattelid6) presented an analytical theory describing the 
motion in combined wave and current boundary layers near fixed rough seabeds by using 
a two-layer time invariant eddy viscosity model within the wave boundary layer: the eddy 
viscosity in the inner layer increases quadratically with the height above the seabed and 
that in the outer layer is taken as a constant. Y ou et aF) presented the theoretical model 
to predict waves and currents velocity profiles in the combined wave and current motion 
near a fixed bed by using the three-layer eddy viscosity for currents and the two-layer 
eddy viscosity for waves. The above-mentioned models have made many contributions for 
analyzing the combined flows， but they were a compromise between accuracy and simplic. 
ity. Thus， they failed to analyze a wide range of experimental data successfully. The 
application of these models is limited. 
Although most of previous study made a theoretical analysis of the combined flows 
over a rough bottom， we would like to focus on the phenomenon of sediment transport over 
a smooth sea-bottom which is formed by clay and silt in the shallow sea area. The purpose 
of this paper is to present an analytical model which gives a better prediction on the motion 
of the combined flows near a smooth bottom. 1n this model， a three-layer eddy viscosity 
for currents and a two-layer eddy viscosity for waves are used. Moreover， comparisons 
are made with experimental data which are obtained by a specially constructed channel. 
Apparatus and iustrumentation 
Experiments were carried out in a specially constructed channel12.0m long， 25cm wide 
and 60cm deep as shown in Fig.l. Current in one flow direction was generated by a pump. 
Waves propagating with the current or against were generated by a paddle installed at 
either end of the channel. Standing waves were reduced to a minimum by introducing a 
wave absorber in the tank in the opposite direction to a paddle installed. Smooth.-flat bed 
condition was used in for al cases， since the present study was to investigate the character. 
istics of flow close to a smooth seabed formed by clay and silt in a shallow sea area. 
f5 
， [Unit:m J 
Fig. 1 Outline of the experim巴ntalapparatus 
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Fig.2 
Velocities were measured using a three 
dimension ultrosonic Doppler anemometer 
which has a good stability and less electric 
noise. Velocity measurements were made at 
the channel centerline in the vertical at inter-
vals of 1mm from channel bed to 5mm， at 
intervals of 2mm from 5mm to 25mm， and at 
intervals of 10mm from 25mm to wave sur-
face as shown Fig.2. Sampling time interval 
was 25Hz. Wave surface profiles were mea-
sured by a volume-type wave gage. 
One volume-type wave gage was in-
stalled at the anemometer position， and others were placed at 50cm intervals fr羽 nthe 
anemometer position. Using these volume-type wave gages， wave height， wavelength and 
wave period were measured. Tables 1 and 2 presented the main parameter values for the 
steady and the wave component， respectively. 1n the present al tests， water depth was 
16cm and wave conditions were shallow water waves. Shallowness， that is， the ratio 
between water depth and wavelength， was in the range of 1/2 to 1/20~ 1/25. 
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Locations of the volume-type wave gages 
Mair1 parameter values from the experiments for the setady component， u 
wave period wave h巴ight wave length 
T(s) 11(cm) L(αn) 
0.60 5.13 71.4 
0.69 7.77 86.3 
0.58 4.百4 72.5 
0.69 8.03 93.2 
0.69 8司00 89.7 
0.70 7.20 81.7 
0.58 6.20 72.5 
0.59 5.50 84.3 
0.58 5.20 84.3 
u 
(cm/8) 
7.57 
13.12 
14.63 
14.95 
18.63 
19司56
22.26 
29.81 
38.06 
Fig.3 
Test 
I (following flow) 
Run1 
Run2 
Run3 
Run4 
Run5 
Run6 
Run7 
Run8 
Run9 
Table 1 
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T、able2 Mail1 paramet巴rvalues from the巴xperimentsfor the wave component， u 
u wave period wave height wave length 
T(s) H(cm) L(cm) 
Run10 16.0 0.79 3.40 125.0 
Run11 15.1 0.70 4.91 80.4 
Run12 16.8 0.60 3.40 74.9 
Run13 9.1 0.93 3.82 104.2 
Run14 8.4 。79 5.64 101.3 
Run15 8.5 。73 3.58 96.1 
Run16 11. 9 0.93 5.93 116.3 
Run17 12.3 。79 4.30 104.0 
Run18 12.8 0.68 4.30 85.0 
Theoretical analysis 
Velocities in the combined wave and current flows are expressed as 
U(.r:， z， t)ニ夜(.r:，z)十夜(.r:，z， t)十U'(.r:，z， t)・……………….....・H ・-….............……一(1)
and the steady， the wave and the random component are defined respectively as 
u(μ)zp討fu(.r:， z， t)dt ω 
1 N 
u(.r:， z， t)=lim+iL:[ui(.r， z， t十iT)一夜(.r:， Z)] …-…・・…・………………………………(3)
N→∞1 V i:.コl
U'(.r:， z， t)=U(.r:， z， t)--U(.r:， z)-U(.r:， z， t)・……・…・.....・H ・-……………………………(4)
where N is the wave number， t isthe time， T is the wave period. 1n this report， the steady 
and the wave componet were considered， since we would analyze the mean flow motion 
near the bottom in the combined flow. 
1. Steady component， fi
1. 1. Current巴ddyviscosity εc rnodel 
おyneglecting the convective acceleration terms in the Navier-Stokes equation and by 
time-averaging N avier-Stokes equation， the governing equation for the steady component 
of a horizontally uniform combined wave -current flows is expressed as 
3ZL22互・…・ ……・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・ ・……..…….........…(5)Dz D巴古
where f is the time -averaged shear stress， and P is the time -averaged fluid pressure. 
Using the boundary condition for a shear stress， Eq. (5) can be rewritten as 
1， Z 1 ヮ 1， Z 1 r= fbjl f=仰引1一一}…・…-…....・ H ・....…..……-……・…・-…・・ H ・H ・-…………(6)l~ hJ I~vv"l~ hJ 
where h isthe water depth， fb is the bed shear stress whcih is defined as fb= -hDP / D.r:，
and u*=庁万， ρisthe fluid density. 
Current eddy viscosity εc for the steady component of a combined flow is defined as 
ペー
ぴuε一一ニニニ u';，.…-…ー…一一……一一……一…ー・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・仰
ρC Dz
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Fig.4 
Combining Eq.(6) with Eq.(7)， we can obtain 
cc= ud l--f-t /並 ...........(8)l ~ h J / i)z 
On the basis of the results from Eq.(8) and 
current eddy viscosity model proposed by 
You Zai--Jin6)， for the steady component of a 
combined flow may be assumed to have a 
distribution as shown by Fig司令 i.e.， the eddy 
viscosity in the inner layer increases linearly 
with the height above the bottom， in the 
overlap layer the eddy viscosity is taken as a 
constant， and in the outer layer increases linearly with the height. 
cc=xu;z zo三Z三二81………………………………………'"・H ・-……………...・H ・..……(9)
εc=xu;δ1 81ζZ三2δ1 ・H ・H ・..…………………………・・………………...・ H ・..……・……(10)
εc=xu*z 28ζz<h…………………………………………………………………………(1) 
in which x isthe von Karman constant (" 0.4)， u; is the wave friction velocity associated 
with the wave only， 81 isthe wave boundary layer thickness， Zo=Ks/30 in which Ks is bed 
roughness. 
1. 2. Distribution 
Substituting Eqs.(9) -(1) into Eq.(7) and using the boundary conditions that the velocity 
u at z=Zo should be equal to zero and the velocity u at z=δ1 and 281 should be continuous， 
we have 
/ 
， ，
Distribution of current eddy viscosity 
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in which 21 is called the apparent roughness. The current velocity profiles can be predicted 
when u* and u; are given in Eqs.(12) -(15) 
1. 3. Evaluation of u; and u" 
The semi-excursion just outside the wave boundary layer A can be evaluated from a 
linear wave theory9) as 
H A= ………………………………ー …………...・H ・..………………...・H ・..…………・(16)
2sinhkh 
where H is the wave height， k is the wave number， and h is the wave depth. The wave 
factor fw is defined by 
α(jf)一β (17)
in which α=0.108 and β=0.343. 
2δ1三二zくん?
?? ????
in which 
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Combining Eq.(l6) with Eq.(17)， was evaluated as 
JO.5f~Aω ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・圃・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・.................(18) 
where ωis the re1ative angu1ar frequency. The wave boundary 1ayer thickness 81 can be 
expressed now as a function of the re1ative bed roughness Ks/ A 
I V ¥0.172 
81 =0.465A(す) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .(19) 
On the other hand， substituting Eq.(15) with a reference current ve10city U r at an arbitrary 
level Zr into Eq.(14) 
uγ 
X Zl 
-・・・・・・(20)
we obtain a quadratic equation of 友病
lne81 -1 r .， 
同_L~穿よ十万*1111 1 ~JC品 =0...................“・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・倒~， I t'!. ~uJ. L 2δd 
assummg 
ln 1 r 寸
A1 て会よ β1=11ヮ会1 C=~JCUr.…ー…一一…一…一……一……一.....・H ・ .(22)
ι{， 1./ L 6Ul _j 
Hence， U * from Eq臼1)can be determineded as 
U* -・(23)
1. 4. Th巴 procedure()f calculation 
The input parameters used in the present model are wave height H， wave period T， 
water depth h， bed roughness Ks， and a reference current velocity U r ata level Zγ. The 
basic procedure of calculation of a steady velocity profile in the combined flow can be 
summar包edas Fig.5. 
2. Wav巴componet，i 
2. 1. Equation of motion in the wave boundary layer 
By linearing the N avier Stokes equation， the motion of fluid for the horizontal 
oscillatory motion in a turbu1ent oscillatory 
wave layer is expressed as 
åu_(~， ι1 a15(x， z， t)
at ρ ax 
a ( f(z， t)¥ (ー と旦L!:_L).………...・ H ・......・ H ・-…倒
az ¥ ρ/ 
Assuming a f1uic1 of condition outsic1e bound-
ary layer will be ideal fluid， Eq.(24) is reduced 
to 
dUo(t) ~ 1 aj5(x， z， t)三と辻止己ム …・(25)
dt ρ 
where [ftμ) is the free stream ve10city just 
outsic1e the boundary 1ayer. Furthermore， 
the shear stre回 f(z，t) is expressed as Fig. 5 Basic procεdure of calculation of u 
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勺立ιJl=e可 εベ
where εw iおst出heeddy viscosity w叶Jぺ必hi註批chiおsintむr喝Odl山1犯ce吋dtωo rnodel the shear stress f(い之，tけ)i泊nt出he
t凶ur巾噂七bu叫1泣ler此1式tw苧raveboundary layer flow. 
Substituting Eqs.(25) and (26) into Eq.(24)， we obtain 
盆包立-~組組十-!-(血色J1) ・・・ (刀)。t dt' oz ¥ε 
Substituting the velocity defect Ud(Z， t)ニ夜(Z，t) 仏(t)into Eq.(27)， we can obtain the 
equation of rnotion in a wave boundary layer. 
3同与Jl+o~w • ouお~_{)__ ou占Jl=O ・ ・ (28) 
oZ" 'oz oz ot 
Assurning a harrnonic tirne-dependent solution and introducing cornplex notation， the 
velocity defect Ud(Z， t)is expressed as 
Ud(Z， t)= Ud(z)eiwt ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・E・・・・・・・・・・倒
Substituting Eq.(24) into Eq.(23)， finally it is sil11plified a tirne-independent equation which is 
expressed as 
ZE4主2_+生斗盆.豆色白L
w(z)dz】 dz dz δω 
iωUd(Z)=O …………………一………'(30)
Hence， according to the the two-layer tirne (i 1 
invariant eddy viscosity proposed by 
Myrhaug8l， it is assurned to have the distribu叩
tion shown by Fig.6; i.e. in the inner layer the 
eddy viscosity increases quadratically with 
the height above the bottol1， and in the outer 
layer the eddy viscosity is taken as a constant. 
。
εω 
Fig. 6 Distribution of wave eddy viscosity 
εw=xu;'Òo[1-~2] Z，り壬二Z三二 61 ………………………………...・H ・-…………….........…(3D
εw=xu;'Oo 61三二Z<6w…………………・・…………………………………………・(32)
where ~= Z/ 0'1 -1， 60= CO'l in which C is constant，ふνisthe wave boundary layer thickness， 
and δ1 is the distance frorn the bottol11 where the overlap takes place and approxirnately 
given by Eq.(3~. 
Substituting Eq.(30) into Eq.(31)， we can obtain the equation of wave rnotion in the inner 
layer， which is expressed as 
(l-e)!f_叫丑 2戸恒三L吋()，+川(ご)=0 ・ ....ω) dC" ~..， dご IT l.}Ud 
where 
δ?ω ヘ 0.5xu;，
A(A十1)=-is，β:五五瓦，6'1= ._ ;. .，一一……一一………一一……一一……一-…...……・・…帥
Equation (3) is a well-known Legendre differential equation. The general solution of Eq息3)
is given by8) 
Ud(ご)=CPA(計十C2Qλ(ご)…・・・・・・・・…・…・…・・…・・・…・…・・…・・・…・・・…-…・……...…………・(35)
where C and C2 are unknown constants to be deterrnined frol11 the boundary conditions， 
and PÁ(~) and Qλ(ご)called the first and second orders of Legendre's function respectively， 
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are given by 
日(ご)=F[一人 1十U手] 11-~1<2.'"""""""""""""""""""" ・・ 0
Q仏A(ご)=お」合ゴ万が{州
in which F is the hype臼rgeomet仕凶ricfuncにtion.
N ext， substituting Eq.(32) into Eq.(30)， we obtain the equation of wave motion in the outer 
layer， 
d2Uiz) -bP一五五伝Ud(Z)=O ・ ・・・ ・ ・ (38)
Eq.(38) is an ordinary differential equation of the second order， which has a general solution 
of the form. 
Uiz) = C3e-η(山 )z ………………………………………...・ H ・H ・H ・..…………………………(39)
where we have already applied the boundary condition 
Uiz)=O for z→∞ ・・・・・・・・・・・・ー・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・糊
平inEq.(39) is defined as 
ヮ=hふ ω
and C3 is an unknown constant which wi1l be determined from the boundary conditions. 
2. 2. The boundary conditions 
1n order to determine unknown constant C， Cz and C3 in Eqs.(35) and (39)， the boundary 
conditions should be given property and completely. The boundary conditions in the inner 
and outer layer are given as 
(i). the velocity ii(z， t)at ~=ご'0 should be equal to zero 
Ks Ud(~)= -Uom for ごo 一一一-1………………………………………………………陥30δl 
where Uom is the free-stream velocity amplitude. 
(ii). the continuity of Ud at z= O (or atご=0)
Ud(~)= Ud(z) for z=o(orご=0) …………………………………………...・H ・-…陥)
(ii). the continuity of the shear stress at z=o (or at ~=O) implies the continuity of i)Ud/ 
i)z at this boundary 
丘佐立)_=l_ι也2_ for z= o (or ~=O) ・…..・ H ・-…・…・…・…・……・….....・ H ・-…凶3と i)z LVL N--
2. 3. Distribution 
Now， we have got the velocity distribution in the inner and outer layers， and the 
boundary conditions. Therefore， the unknown constants C1， C2 and C3 in the Eqs.(35) and (39) 
can be determined by combining Eqs.(42)，(43) and凶.These constants are given in (A5) -(A7) ， 
Appendix A. Hence， the final expression for îi(~ ， t) in the inner layer is given by 
(， [p-cos(tiπ) ]・ fろと+れ-~) i 定(~， t)= Uomp-ρ寸訪77FZZ品井主仁訪J. eiwt ・ 倒
where ρis given by 
ρz旦位企O1• [co梨市1十[cos(ti7r)十1l:_q_ 附
ヮ1十i)O1十q
and q is given by 
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F4igz寺川Aπ[r(す)r(~ -+)T 仰
The final expression for ii(z， t)in the out百 layeris given by 
i7(z， t)= Uomh ， p-cos(il;r明治01τγ ♂(1+抑制feiW1 側l.l [ρcos(il;r)] . P}.(与C十PA(-ご0) c J 
where ilis given by 
il=一一す七(仕l αω)-iづf 仏
i加nwhich αiおsg凶ivenby 
ベ~ (1十vT+16s2) 側
Therefore， the physical velocity distributions in the inner and outer layers are given by 
the real parts of Eq.(45) and倒;)， respectively. 
2. 4. The procedure of calculation 
The input parameters used in the present model are wave height H， wave period T， 
water depth h， and bed roughness Ks・ Thebasic procedure of calculation of a wave 
velocity profile in the combined wave-current flows can be summarized as Fig.7. 
Fig. 7 Basic procedure of calculation of i 
Results and discussions 
1. Steady component， i
N ow， the experimental data presented in Table 1 are compared with the theoretical 
values forπand the results are shown as Fig.8. As seen from these figures， the agreements 
between experimental data and analytical values are good， but in upper layer somewhat 
differences between experimental data and analytical values are shown. However， inthe 
near bottom the present theory gives very good agreement with experimental data. Thus， 
as far as the comparison of the theoretical values and the experimental data， itis seemed 
that in the present report the theoretical analysis and the procedure of calculation for i 
are very reasonable 
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2. Wave component， i
Fig.9 shows the comparison of the experimental results and the theoretical value for 
i. As seen from this figure， at wt=O' the theoretical values give a good agreement with 
the experimental data， while at ωt;:: 180' less statisfactory agreement with the experimen-
tal data. Such the differences between the theoretical values and the experimental data at 
wt;:: 180' are attributed to the friction velocity of wt = 0' throughout the evaluation for i. 
However， the theoretical values at each phases in the near bottom give a good fit to the 
experimental data and is reasonably well predicted the overshoot of velocity. Thus， as far 
as the comparison of the theoretical values and the experimental data， itis seemed that in 
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the present report the theoretical analysis and the procedure of calculation for i are very 
reasonable. 
Fig.lO shows the amplitude of i and theoretical values of rt which is phase angle for 
i relative to wall. As seen from this figure， theoretical values of rt are almost constant 
in the wave boundary layer， and then decrease rapidly with increasing height outside the 
wave boundary layer， and finally are almost equal to zero near the outer edge the boundary 
layer. 1n the present tests， theor社 icalvalues of妙。 whichis phase shift between velocity 
in the free stream and at the wall are within the range of 40' to 48". Generally， theoretical 
values of件。 inlaminar flow gives 45'10l， but that is not always applied to the present results. 
Because while the former is an oscillating movement of the wave alone， the latter is an 
oscillating movement of the combined wave and current. That is， the oscillating boundary 
layer in the combined wave and current flows is dominated not only by the wave compo-
nents， but also by the interaction of steady and wave components. Thus， in the future， it
is necessary to make measurement in detail for件inthe combined wave and current flows. 
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Fig. 10 Ampliude and phase of wave component 
Conclusions 
In this report， experimental and theoretical studies which are related to the character司
istics of flow near bed boundary layer in the combined wave and current flows are carried 
out in order to clarify the phenomenon of sediment transport in the shallow sea area 
Through the comparison of the theoretical values with experimental data， the following 
conclusions can be drawn: 
1. The present current eddy viscosity εc can be assumed as a three-layer model， which 
has analytical solution for u. 
2. The present theory for u gives a good prediction on the measurments near the bed. 
3. The wave eddy viscosity cw in the turbulent wave boundary layer can be assumed as 
a time-invariant two-layer model. 
4. The theoretical values for i agree approximately with experimental data at each 
phases near the bed. 
5. The theoretical values of φhave a maximum at very close to the bed， and then decrease 
rapidly with increasing height， and finally is almost equal to zero near the outer edge of 
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the boundary layer. Additionally， the theoretical values of妙。 arewithin the range of 400 
to 80
0 
in the present tests. 
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Appendix A 
Determination of CI， ι，ιand the final expression for Ud 
Eqs.(42)-(44) can be written as 
(i). First， at ~=~o 
C1れ(~o) 十 C2BL万[州初日(紛れ(-~o)ト Uom 凶
( i ). Sec∞orロld，t出hecontinuity 0ぱfUd a杭tz=o
C1PA凶品訓日(伽Gi扇お7メ戸向[co∞州O
(ωi討i).Third， the continuity of the shear stress at z= o 
C1P';.(0)十C2五品万[∞s(?，7[)十l]P'A(O)= C37](1十i)e山 )8，............ (A3) 
The conatants Cl， Cz， C3 are determined from the 3 linear Eqs. (Al) ~ (A3). Written in 
matrix-form the system of equations are 
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R附叩(恰ωふ)τ?; 11r( Aπり) 了刊而向[co同CωCOS閃山 。 rCll r-Uom 
日(0) Eib万{州比)山(0) 一eη(l+i)8， I Czl=1 。I (A4) 
P'A(O) 制 n(AJr){COS(AJr)-1]P' A(O) ヮ(1十i)e-州十州 iLC3J L 。
.According to standard procedure for solving linear systems of equations the constants C1， 
Cz， C3 are given by 
-γi平(1十i)(cos(AJr)-l)PA(O) + (cos(片)十l)P'A(O)I 
Cl工:こ一U仏b
Gか=Uo担必土1告沼予鼎F直よ (はA6)引  
工芸三γ • PA(O)P'A(O) in(AJr) ， 
C3=-Uom正日比 D一一一一…一一…一……一……一…一……ー…H ・H ・-……一・(A7)
where D is the determinat of the cofficient-matrix on the left hand side of Eq. (A4). 
十0・PA(O)[九(-to)一日(to)]十P'A(O)[日( と。)十九(ご。)]}
D 
Substituting Eqs. (A5) ， (A6) and (A8) into Eq.(35)， 
r -7](1十i)l五(0)十P'lo)1 
l |・れ(計十九(-t) 
Ud(t) -uc Hymti叫すP糾 i一一「ヲi苛崩日刊， l県3 ij-R(ふ)十日(ー ら)
一(A8)
…・(A9)
By introducing Eqs.(46) and (47) into Eq. (A9)， in inner layer the final expression for Ud is 
expressed as 
[ρ cos(Aπ) ]・ p;.(計十れ(-t) Ud(ご)=-Uo ←44γ・…・….....・H ・-…....・H ・....・H ・-一…(A10)
fρ-cos(AJr)] . PA(ふ)十九一ごd
Next， Substituting Eqs. (A7) and (A8) into Eq.(39)， 
2Plo)・P'lo)
京1τ万五布汗P'A(O)uiz) = -Uomアコ「「nJ13涼ド件ぷ一一一一一一.e-~山)(z-8 I)・・・ H ・ H ・...(All) 1. PA(ご0)十九( と。)
By introducing Eqs.(46) and (47) into Eq. (All)， in outer layer the final expression for Ud is 
expressed as 
仏 (z)エ一川-uzY2Mhrr…
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波@流れの共存境界層における流速分布
郡山益実・瀬口昌洋
(浅海干潟環境学研究室)
この論文では，波と流れの共存場における滑らかな底面乱流境界層付近の定常及び波動成分
の流速分布を正礁に求めるための理論的モデルが提示された.
これらの理論的流速分布を求めるために，定常成分に対しては時間不変の3層渦動粘性係数
モデルが，また波動成分に対しては時間不変の 2層渦動粘性係数モデルが適用された.さらに，
理論的に求められた流速分布は，滑らかな水底をもっ実験水路から計部されたデ…タと比較さ
れた.その結果，実験データの本質的な特徴と提示されたモデルによって解析された流速分布
との間には，かなり良い一致が見られた.
